Centuries
L 1st Century
L L Early 1st Century
L L Late 1st Century
L L Mid 1st Century
L 10th Century
L L Early 10th Century
L L Late 10th Century
L L Mid 10th Century
L 11th Century
L L Early 11th Century
L L Late 11th Century
L L Mid 11th Century
L 12th Century
L L Early 12th Century
L L Late 12th Century
L L Mid 12th Century
L 13th Century
L L Early 13th Century
L L Late 13th Century
L L Mid 13th Century
L 14th Century
L L Early 14th Century
L L Late 14th Century
L L Mid 14th Century
L 15th Century
L L Early 15th Century
L L Late 15th Century
L L Mid 15th Century
L 16th Century
L L Early 16th Century
L L Late 16th Century
L L Mid 16th Century
L 17th Century
L L Early 17th Century
L L Late 17th Century
L L Mid 17th Century
L 18th Century
L L Early 18th Century
L L Late 18th Century
L L Mid 18th Century
L 19th Century
L L Early 19th Century
L L Late 19th Century
L L Mid 19th Century
L 2nd Century
L L Early 2nd Century
L L Late 2nd Century
L L Mid 2nd Century
L 20th Century
L L Early 20th Century
L L Edwardian
L L L First World War
L L Late 20th Century
L L Mid 20th Century
L L L Second World War
L L L Cold War
L L 21st Century
L L Early 21st Century
L L Late 21st Century
L L Mid 21st Century
L L L Solar Federation
L 3rd Century
L L Early 3rd Century
L L Late 3rd Century
L L Mid 3rd Century
L 4th Century
L L Early 4th Century
L L Late 4th Century
L L Mid 4th Century
L 5th Century
L L Early 5th Century
L L Late 5th Century
L L Mid 5th Century
L 6th Century
L L Early 6th Century
L L Late 6th Century
L L Mid 6th Century
L 7th Century
L L Early 7th Century
L L Late 7th Century
L L Mid 7th Century
L 8th Century
L L Early 8th Century
L L Late 8th Century
L L Mid 8th Century
L 9th Century
L L Early 9th Century
L L Late 9th Century
L L Mid 9th Century

Archaeological and Cultural Periods
L Early Medieval
L L Anglo-Saxon
L L L Early Anglo-Saxon
L L Late Anglo-Saxon
L L L Mid Anglo-Saxon
L Medieval
L Post Medieval
L L Hanoverian
L L L Georgian
L L Stuart
L L L Jacobean
L L Tudor
L L L Elizabethan
L L Victorian
L Prehistoric
L L Early Prehistoric
L L L Mesolithic
L L L Early Mesolithic
Late Mesolithic
Palaeolithic
Lower Palaeolithic
Middle Palaeolithic
Upper Palaeolithic
Later Prehistoric
Bronze Age
Early Bronze Age
Chalcolithic
Late Bronze Age
Middle Bronze Age
Iron Age
Early Iron Age
Late Iron Age
Middle Iron Age
Neolithic
Early Neolithic
Late Neolithic
Middle Neolithic
Roman
Antonine
Flavian
Hadrianic
Severan
Uncertain